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MUSKETEER

NEE IN 41
IFETIME
XAVIER
MUSKETEER
1986-87
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207
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It would have been the daily grind.
Hourly stampedes to class, the customary
7 a.m. doughnut, a symphony of car
engines, a view from the pit, another day,
another assignment. We were really
paying for all of this?
What's more enjoyable than pepperoni
at 3 a.m. when shared with your favorite
textbook author? (Sleep.) What could
compare to multi-colored highlight
markers and a well-worn thesaurus with
30,000 main word entries? (Mom's
chocolate chip cookies.) Was it more than
late night with social psychology?
Are physics equations indeed the
answer to life? Did Rene Descartes ever
study in a dorm lounge? Did Freud have
to worry about pop quizzes? Were these
really the best years of our lives?

An unexpected break of classes is filled
with a quick chat as Philippe Deschamps
de Paillette and the late professor John
Eick pass time during a fire drill at Alter.
Smirks and smiles, John Palmer and ^
Margret Sullivan enjoy Senior Prom.

Whatever it was, and even if it wasn't always
the best it could be, the year was filled with
laughter, and sorrow, and lots in between. There
are those things you'll never forget, and those
you wish you could, but in any case these were
the moments that were once in a lifetime.

The best years of our lives, and these
guys will be remembered for their coollooking shades.

.tm^

A little weekend cash. The Jeanie machine
doles out the dollars at University Center.
The finishing touches, the complete
graduation wardrobe is adjusted before the big
moment.

jfMA
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Once upon a time there was a year, and it was to be
like any other year. It started off with hundreds of firsttime Xavier students getting in the swing of college life
with Manresa; followed by hundreds of dorm students
swarming into campus with everything they could
possibly use during the next nine months of their lives;
and was rounded out by the first of what was to
become the daily run for the classes. But then suddenly
not everything was so familiar. We had a new president
and other new faces; maybe the year would see other
changes to make it Once in a Lifetime.
It was a hot time inside Alter Hall, but got cold for all
of those who got chased outside in the middle of
class, when a small office fire broke out in the fall.

There were so many places to go, people to see
and things to do. There was Homecoming, plays,
and the prom. You met your friends in the grill,
drank with them at DownUnder, put together class
projects in the library. Team spirit was shown on
and off the playing fields. Fans and players
cheered the Muskies in sports of all sorts, and
even saw a few championship games. Our
teachers shared their wisdom in and out of the
classroom as they became more than just people
who lectured for hours on end. Every week
brought more news with the selling of Edgecliff
and the changes that time always brings. Most
importantly, there were the little things that only
you can remember for yourself. We tried to
capture some and bring to mind some others. So
turn the pages and remember these days now
gone by that were yours. Once in a Lifetime.

Student Life
6
Faculty
4
Organizations . . . 52
Seniors
70
Sports
96
News
130

NEE IN
TUDENT LIFE
Places to go . . .
Homecoming . . . Plays . .
Prom . . . People to see .
Caf . . . Grill . . . Mall . .
Parties . . . SAC events
Residents . . . Commuters
. . Things to do . . .
Manresa . . . Move . . .
Study . . . Graduate . . .

A little shop talk is exchanged by Lori
Sicking and Dave Proctor before Tuesday
night's marketing class.

6/Student Life

V
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Red's Games . . . Octoberfest . . . Happy
Hour at Dana's . . . CP & P . . . Norwood's
Cafe . . . Tuesday on the Terrace . . .
Downunder . . . Cafeteria . . . Library . . .
Dances . . . Wednesday Weekend
Warmups . . . Beach Party . . . Basketl^all
Games . . . 'The Beach" . . . Sports Center
. . . The Grill . . . Florida for Spring Break
. . . The Mall . . . Edgecliff . . . Main
Campus . . . Cohen Center . . . Bellarmine
. . . Computer Lab . . . The Zoo . . . Eden
Park

Enjoy t h e Saga «»cperien«e,
Brian Flaherity takes careful aim
with a pickle during lunch in the

8/Places To G o

Your last chance, to wander
through the Edgecliff gallery or
live in Sullivan.

i i i C E S TO GQ

Drinks at Dana's, Bii!f^teri;-'^tes^€ciaM; John Muth, Pilar Ramos,
Tom Jordan, Sue Meakei*, and Mary Beth O'Brien enjoy the crowd scene
at Ulna's on a Friday night.
Made 4n the shade, Ha! Epler cuddles up on his favorite
during a less than tropical spring break in Florida.
a job market outlook from

. 9/Places To Go

\ \

STARRY, STARRY NIGHT

gMxxd they're oil, es^ energetic group ol
Ulnners leave the starting line as the
| i | c o n d annual 5k race begins.

Such good fun, Julie Ebler is caught with
her moutii open wide in amazement during
the dance.

V% family alfair, Bob Masbaum, Jane
Vaswani, Rosemary Vaswanl, and.^Gary
Guinigundo take a break from the dance
action to share the camera's eye.

I'll catch you, Rich Klus and Ashraf
Shehata wait for their dates with open arm.s
at the bottom of the escalators on their way
to the dance.

10/Homecoming

Stars make the night sp-.v id!, i>-ani.> ni light i-k-wx- int.; tiu.darkness and light u p the sky. But the stars that a p p e a r e d
November 24 m a d e it seem a special night, a n especially starry,
starry night.
Homecoming w e e k e n d started Friday attemoon with the
inauguration of Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, the newly chosen President
of Xavier University. P o m p a n d circumstance filled the fieldhouse
as the thirty-second president was m a d e an offical m e m b e r of the
Xavier community. Friday evening played host to a reception in
Emery Gallery for faculty a n d alumni.
Saturday brought out the sportsman with the running of the
second annual "All for O n e Classic" 5k race. A fast-paced rugby
match put students against alumni on the field.
The stars c a m e out a n d couples h e a d e d to the Clarion for a
night of d a n c i n g . The sounds of Pieces of Eight kept the students
moving, while W e s Neal a n d his b a n d provided a big b a n d sound
for alumni. The rain was falling outside while the stars shone bright
insid<=>, the kind of stars that make it a special starry, starry night.

Passing t h e word, posters began
appearing early Io remind students to find
a date and become a part of the
homecoming activities.

Shout, a little bit $o£t«r now, dancers
get down,, literally, during a night of
dancing in the Clarion Bronze room to
Piec^ of Eight.

The crowning touch. Rev. Albert J.
DiUlio became the thirty-second president
of the university during inauguration
ceremonies.

'11/Homecoming

PLAY IT AGAIN
THE SHADOW BOX
Written by: Michael Cristofer The
play is an expose of the lives of
three terminally ill patients, living
in a hospice style cottage, and the
relationship between them and
their loved ones as each laces tl K •
grip of death at various stages ot
life. The play itself is actually
three separate productions interacting simultaneously. The insight
into what the characters actually
are experiencing is brought to
the audience through "'interviews" conducted by a very matter-of-fact interviewer.

ARMS AND Iiil;; MAN
Written by: G e o r g e Bernard
Shaw Directed by: David White
III Arms and the Man is a tale of a
soldier of fortune hiding out and
upsetting an enemy officer's
li.)usehold in turn-of-the-centry
Bulgaria. It is considered one of
Shaw's comic classics. The Xavier
University Theatre Arts department presented Arms and the
Man December 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14,
in the Edgecliff Corbett Theatre,
Edgecliff Campus.

JUxxns und th* Man: Catherine Scipione,
Jay lacobucci, Michael O'Donnell, Kim
Krenning, Vince Zimmer.
A Funny Thing Happened, Bill Hubner
as Hero tried to fulfill h^ love intention for
Philia in A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum.
12/Piays

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM
This comedy tells the love story of
Hero (Bill Hubner) and Philia
(Mary Thompson) who are desperately desirous of one another,
but cannot fulfill their love intentions due to Philia's contract ot
marriage to Miles Gloriosus (Paul
Kochmanski), an arrogant, narcissistic ''glorified foot soldier."
Consequently, Psuedolus (Jay lacobucci) enters the act as Hero't^
slave to arrange Hero's imion
with Philia and gain hi^ :;vv'ri
freedom.

t

Presenting in the Shadow Box: William Losekamp, Pamela Frambes,
John lacobucci, Mary Thompson, Theresa High, Bill Hubner, Catherine
bcipione, Matthew Davis, and Michael O'Donnell.
Practice, Practice. Practice, Chuck Ingram as Hysterium and Jay
lacobucci as Psedolus take their street clothes to the streets of Rome while
learmng their lines for A Funny Thing Happened . . .
In the amrs of her man, for the Arm$ and the Man, Kim Krerming and
Vince Zimmer pose for publicity photos before dress reheaml.

„«#»^

13/Plays

GOTTA DANCE

'^A LITTLE MAGIC"
iliiiillililliiiM?

!iiiiiiii|liiSpiilii,
9-1 a.m.
iil||||j||j|ififaite4|£^

lllillllpe $7.||||||||le
lijiijjiiliiiiiM
| i i l | | i | | | May 14,
"§-l'' a.m^"
sliftltin Hotel
lilijiling: lady Kurrent Band
$30 per couple

Good tinie for all, daiicers (ill the floor as the Junior
r-'hare "a little magic" to the tunes of Limited Edition.

Up, down, and all a r o u n d ,

llililiiiljliiiiiljllli|H^^^^^^^^^
i|li||i|i|il|||i|||iS|iH||lBiii^^^^^^^^
|j|lj|pllllll|l|pllii|||l^^^^^^
ilBiS-' bail.

14/Prom

That's what friends are for,
Debbie Murtaugh and Bob Zavodny
share a dance during senior prom.
Cotta dance, Becky Maiad is all
arms, in the spirit ol a good time.
All dressed up, and off io the
prom JoAnn Spille, Jonna Koenig,
and Annette Genstner show their
smiles.

15/From

XAVIER

Ri'uisii'dtion . . . Orientation . . . Pdrties . .
Plays . . . Studying . . . Dances . . . Job
Hunting . . . Bar HoppirKj . . . Intramurals
. . SAC Events . . . Clubs . . . Basketball .
. Homework . . . Movies . . . Exams . . .
Laundry . . . Tuesday on the Terrace . . .
Wednesday Weekend Warmups . . .
Parents Weekend . . . Lii' Sibs . . .
Graduation

To buy or not to buy, Paul Wyand examines
one of the sweaters that were sold as an SAC
event.

16/Thinqs To Do

Playing all your favorites, Fred Courtriqht
plays D.I. at a first riemester Mash Bash.

•iiyiittiaK? i O

DO

Did you hear t h e one . . . Margaret Mary Verrastro catches the latest
bit of comedy from Blair Shannon and Rico Diaz after Tuesday on the
A family affair is shared by Sue Castleman and her parents as they
hi.'ad to the reception followinq mass during Saturday's Parents weekend
activities.
And I'll m a k e t h e face look like-this, Loi Conway gets into the
Halloween spirit at Sullivan during sixth floor pumpkin carving.

17/Things To Do

SOCIALIZE!!

Kings Island Clown Band,
made up of mostly XU
students, show their stuff in
the grill.
Lunch break, Jennifer Lavoy
makes a stop in the grill
between classes.
At least there was always
hamburgers for you to choose
when dining in the ca.L

MEET YOU AT
The Grill
The grill became the center oi hanging out during
the day for both commut---i:: diui dorm students. It
was a place to grab some food, meet your friends,
and catch all the latest scoop. At night, the grill often
became the center for parties and receptions for
parents, sibs and students. How many times did you
say, or hear, 'Til meet you at the grill."
The Cafeteria
If you think of the caf as the "place to be" at
noon, you're right. This seemed to be the busiest
time as dorm students rushed in to grab a quick bite,
or maybe linger over a few more sodas with friends.
It was a place to gather to discuss classes or
complain about the food or find out where the best
party was going to be. But every now and again, the
caf become the place of the best parties with a makeshift stage for bands, commedians, and award
receptions.
How about DownUnder
DownUnder had a slow start in drawing big
crowds", but gradually with better entertainment and
the return of the "pitcher", students began to ii}e in.
.They came to play pool and video games. They came
to catch the latest shows on the wide screen TV and
they came to see who else was there..

The return of t h e pitcher, made the
socializing a little more social as friends pulled
their money together.
I'll take one of everything, the food servers
handled french fries and an occasional
complaint.

19/Socialize

SAC PRESENTS . ..
Student Ai.'iivitios CouruU, b.Mter ries, Spring Break Trip to Florida,
known as SAC, sponsored and co- S u p e r d a n c e for MDA, S p r i n g
sponsored many activities during Breakaway, Happy Hour, Red's Colthe year. How many did you attend? lege Night, Easter Egg Hunt for
There were many to choose from: Handicapped Kids, SGA RecogniBeach party at the Sports Center, tion Reception, plus more movies,
Little Rascals' Movie Series, Tuesday commedians, and Bands then you
on the Terrace, TGIF Parties, Rinal- could ever remember.
di's free haircuts. Homecoming,
SAC planned a variety of events
Sweater Sale, Night at V/interfest, to capture the interest of all types of
Disney Cartoon Night, Comedian students, and included their family
Tim Cavanagh, Christmas Window with parents weekend and a weekDecorating Contest, Wednesday end planned with the little sibs in
Weekend Warmup, Xavier Leader- mind. Students were offered a
ship Series, Valentines Dance, Pho- chance to enjoy the city with events
ton Night, the Classical Movie Se- to see the Reds, share in the Christ-

20/SAC

mas spirit of Winterfest at Kings Island, and a night of shooting your
friends with Photon guns. Transportation was provided so everyone
could join in and enjoy the other
reason they came to college: to have
a little fun!

Take it from big brother, Fred Courtright
help; his 2% year old sister Vicki with a fallen
barrette while she enjoys Littte Sib treats.

CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

Parents weekend brings
out the Sunderman family
with Karen pointing the
way for her parents.
Snip, snip, Rinaldi's cuts
Holly Hohnadel's hair to
create a new look.
Cold beer here, Dave
Coleman and Cathy
Eowen tend the
relr^hment truck at
Superdance lor MDA.

COMMUTING

So social. Donna Forte, Commuter Council officer, has a soda and a
smile at the reception following the Honois Convocation in May.
Saga food lines, become a lifetime remembrance, Greg 2ella and
Adam McCarthy see the light at the end of the line during the supper
rush.
22/Commuting/Dormir^

In my house, Anna Miller reaches out to touch someone from
her fourth-floor Hitman dorm room with a relaxing telephone

DORMING

It was a hot tinie, in Sullivan Hall that night. Late night or early
morning fire "drills" were not a dormie's favorite activity.
Table for two, with a view; Christi Brown and Rob Noschang enjoy the
sunny September afternoon on the Terrace with a quick lunch.

No matter who you talk to on campus, you will receive a
different opinion. Some will say that commuting to classes
has more advantages, and other will say that living or;
campus has more advantages. But who is to say? What
does it matter? The debate is an endless one.
Xavier would not be what it is without both commuters
and dorm students. The commuters bring the various
communities of Cincinnati together. Likewise, the dorm
students bring various American cities and world countries
together.
Once here, the different people and their cultures blend
to become a new and unique community of its own. The
words "commuter" and "dormie" become simply labels.
Tliey h.iv-.^ no relevance to the essence of a student's
personality. When you're sitting in a classroom or walking
down the raall, it doesn't matter whether you live at home,
in an apartment or in the dorms — no matter who you talk
to.

C o m m u t e r s on t h e go, Todd Gessner and Mary T. Helmes take
SC Hi- h.'-ne out of their busy day to catch up on happenings.
23/Dorming Commuting

XAVIER

Familiar Faces . . Freshmen . . . Advisors
. . Roomies . . Crushes . . . Sophomores
. . Teachers .
Dormies . . . Juniors . . .
Commuters . . Leaders . . . Players . . .
Bands . . Terry the postman . . . Fans . . .
Cheerleaders . . . Coaches . . . Secretaries
. . . Comedians . . . Seniors . . . Speakers ,
. . Couples

Two h e a d s are still confused, as Lou Flaspohler
and Gildren" Bt,rKjodt become study buddies before <
test.

24/People To See

Hop on down t h e m a l l , John Clayton stops along
the way tC' talk to Lisa Murptiy and Molly Lavin
outside the University Center.

PEOPLE TO SEE

A big welcome home, is given to those onterinq Kuhlman by Kyle
Taylor, Lcroy Groenidge, and Reqqie Bril.
SAC."' event in order with a

25/People To See

FAVOPTTF

AROUND
BARB IN CP & P

It's senior year, you need
d job. Where do you turn?
CP & P naturally, and who
is the first person you see in
there? Barb Grimes, first
desk inside the door. She's
there to v/elcome you v\irith a
smile and point you in the

right direction for a
successful job search. While
her job description may be
to schedule interviews and
keep track of resumes, she
becomes a woman of many
talents with advice on the
right look for your interview,

and consoles those who get
'*dings" or no response at
all. Finally, she feels a
certain sense of pride when
one of her ''kids" finally
finds that dream job.

DIANE IN THE BOOKSTORE

Head cashier and friend
\o rill, Diane Parker greets
students as they come to
the bookstore and gives
millions of directions a day
as she points out where to
find what. From her post
up front, Diane keeps her
26/'F'aces

eye on all who pass by,
often sending out a cheery
hello. Quick with a story or
other words to bring a
^mile, Diane makes her job
more than-pushing the keys
on her register.

CAMPUS
TERRY THE POSTMAN
Terry Nieman the porstinari does more
thdn sell stamps and fill mailboxes. He is
the center of all written communication
coming into and going out of the Xavier
community. Last year th^-- post (.-^ffico
moved from ground floor to the basement
of University center to expand the size of
the office. This year post office boxes
were added to alleviate the need h-^r dorm
delivery. While the first few weeks were
frustrating for all as combinations were
forgotten and boxes wouldn't open, Terry
contained much patience and soon the
system was working. Whether seen
pushing his mail cart from one building to
the' next, or coordinating the activities of
the post office workers, Terry always 'sent
a warm greeting and listened to
complaints of ''I never get any mail."

Computer Wiz, Terry eid'k'i .1
computer to th.; post office to make the
op'^nition run a liitle- rnoro "iTioothly and
quickly.
Ready t o serve, "leny greets ali who
enter his office, keeps an intiTest in all
his students, and sells stani[ •: • -.
Finishing touches are put onto the
new P.O. box system, after the initial
problems, the mail moved smoothly.
23/Faces

Are you the end o£ the line? Hoping not to hear the word "closed" students
line up in the basement of Alter waiting for their turn in regfetration.
Not-so-portable stereo, Pat Moffatt packs up the ster©3 and 4,000 other
things that one can't seem to do without for the year.
Everything in its place. Chuck Fenton geis his Husman room to look just
^
f right with all his favorite *'stuff."

2S/Beginning

IN.THE BEGINNING
REGISTRATION
The lines, the wditing dnd worst of
dll hearing that the last class that you
need to graduate has been closed.
Twice a year — once in the spring
and again in the fall — an endless
line forms in the basement of Alter
as students hold their ID's, registration cards and pre-approved >vla:;.-^,
schedule in the hope that this time it
will all go smoothly.

MOVINCT iN

The annual race and endurance
test, otherwise known as moving into
the dorms. Check-in begins at noon
a few days before classes, but people always try to get in early. Then
there is the wait for the elevator and
the attempt to get two people's stuff
into a dorm room that never seems
to be big enough. There are meal
cards to be validated, parking
passes to buy and the first drink of
the year at Dana's to be bought. Put
all together and the race becomes
ih(-.- great moving experience.

BOOK BUYS
And how much will they
cost this time? Students
soon find that the quickest
way to spend your life's savings is to buy all the books
you are told you need for
the semester.

lii

Small change, Mike Mahoney do^n't look pleased with the
change he gets back after stocking up on a semester's wcaih of
books,.
Your card please, Jennifer Foote checks Nino Gabrielle's
registration card for the date and time he can sign up for
classes.

29/Beqinning

One lone student, snow made the mall just a place to walk through as quickly as
<
, possible, as a student hurries to the library.
Altemoon «»n, is enloyed from one of the many park benches that line either
side of the mall.
Back to main campus» you know you once again survived the walk, from El<
when you cross the HinMe arch onto the mafl.

- a * " * - . ...J^^^\.«

30/The Mat:
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CRUISING THE MALI
The mall, a place to get a tan
or a way to get to class, a place
to meet your friends or a place
to duck your professor whcse
class you missed this morning.
During the warm days of
September, the mall becomes
the center of campus with club
day and election booths. The
mall loses some of its
importance during the snowy
winter months when it becomes
too cold to stay outside.
However, with the spring thaw
comes the rebirth of life on the
mall. Sunworshipers shows up
with the first rays ol the spring
sun as ten minutes between
classes become enough time to
push up your sleeves. There is
always something to catch your
attention as you go cruising
down the mall

Will the sun ever return, Steve
Moore and Lela Tsuturas stop along the
snow-covered mall.
Just hanging <»ut, John Dovich
watches the world go by while Mike
Mahoney catches up on campus news.

31/TheMal>
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Ready to go, Juiianna
porman waits in the armory
for her line to file out and
into graduation.
Getting it straight, Elijah
Tarpeh gets his hat to fit Just
right before marching.
Following along^ Peggy
Tdiner looks lor her name in
the program during the
ceiemojly.

32/Graduation

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
PROCESSIONAL
Grand Marshal:
Reverend John N. Felten, S.J.
Candidates for Degrees
University Faulty
Board of Trustee Members
Participants in Ceremony
Academic Administration
President
Master of Ceremonies:
Robert I. Murray, P]i,D,
INVOCATION i l i i i
Sister Mary Ruth Graf, R.S.M., Ph.D.
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREES
Honoree
Albert B. Sabin, M.D.
Physician/Scientist/Researcher
Honoree
Millard F. Rogers, Jr., M.A.
Director of the Cincinnati Art Museum
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Reverend Albert J. DiUlio, S.J., President
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
William C. Wester III
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Albert B. Sabin, M.D.
PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
The CoUege of Professional Studies
Milton A. Partridge, Ed.D., Dean
The College of Business Administration
Daniel W. Geeding, Ph.D., Dean
The College of Arts and Sciences
Charles J. Cusick, Ph.D., Dean
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Reverend Albert J. DiUlio S.J., Ph.D., President
Waiting for his cue, Dr. Albert Sabin gets
ready for his turn to address ^the graduates.
One last stand, Mike Marcotte and Mary '
Clare Rietz smile for the camera and
remember the years of friendship.

BENEDICTION
Reverend Thomas P. Kennealy, S.J.
ALMA MATER XAVIER
RECESSIONAL

33/Graduatii

NEE IN
BUE^flTIGN
8:30 Classes . . . Pop
Quizzes . . . Late-Night
Study Sessions . . . A
Favorite Teacher . . .
Group Projects . . . High
Book Prices . . . Friday
Tests . . . Term Papers . . .
Night Class . . . Midterm
Grades . . . The Library .
. . Full Backpacks . . . All
A's . . . Mostly C's . . .
Finals . . .
In and out of the classroom Fr.
LaRocca takes time on the mall to give
Paul Darwish some pointers.

34/Faculty

A-/
^^^

Hi

LIO MOVES IN
The Board of Trustees
of
Xavier University
requests the honor of your pre.sence
at the Inauguration of
Albert J. DiUlio, S.J.
the
Thirty-Second President of the University
on
Friday, the twenty-fourth of October
nineteen hundred and eighty-six
at three o'clock in the afternoon
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio

1986, the Xavier University Board ol Trustees announced
the unanimous selection of the Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, S.J., as the 32nd
:-uit president of Xavier University.
i^iejfen Qi.piUlio as Xavier's new president restores the office
member. DiUlio's predecessor, Dr. Frank V.
ftppr-Mastrianna, a layman ^g^ dean of The College of Business Administration, had been acting president of the university since January 15,
1986, with the resignation o ^ | K R ^ v . Charles L. Currie, S.J.
The 43-year-old president's DMiground reflects his strong devotion
to serving as a Jesuit and educat^* For the past 15 years, he has been a
esuit institutions. DiUlio
uversit professor and an admi
vi^r from his former
associate dean of the
Busigpss Administratio:
lessor of management
e at Marquette Universi
!, Wisconsin.
ofcially inaugurated jpn
October 24. The inauas ^e highlight of the fedfivit]
omecoming weekend.

All were invited. Each of the students ret
formal invitation to attend the inaugunatt'

#W"

*^
A surprise appearance was
made by Governor Richard Celeste at theTopening of the ceremo-

36/ Inauguration

Dr. Arthur Shriberg
Vice-President Student Affairs

Rev. Albert DiUlio
President

Mr. Richard Hirte'
Vice-President
Financial Administration

Dr. Robert Murray
Acting Vice-President
Academic Affairs
Mr. William Gioielli
Vice-President
University Relations

37/Administration

MADGES VOTED
TEACHER OF THE
YEAR
Theology assistant professor Dr. William Madges
has been named Xavier's 1987 Teacher of the Year
by Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society.
A graduate of Xavier University, Madges recently
completed his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. He
has completed his fourth year of teaching at Xavier
and will be presented with the award at the 1987
commencement exercises.
Maria Oilier, former vice president of Alpha Sigma
Nu, said that the Teacher of the Year award is given
to the teacher who demonstrated a real knowledge
for what he/she teaches and makes an effort to
recognize students as individuals.
For Madges, community involvement is important.
He is a member of the Bellarmine Parish Council and
also participates in Xavier's chapter of Amnesty
International.
Madges said that teaching is just one way that a
person can contribute to society. 'T try to use
teaching to convey information and give (students) a
sense of responsibility to make the world better,"
Madges said.
•
Madges added that the small class sizes and the
general enthusiasm of Xavier students are
encouraging to his teaching.
"A good number (of students), if not the majority of
the students in my class, are interested and even
outgoing. It's easy to talk to them in and out of the
classroom," he said. 'T enjoy teaching an awful lot.
With each passing year, it gives me an opportunity to
improve what I,do."
And the winner is . . . Rob Noschang presents Dr.
Madges with his award during graduation exercises.
Caught between classes Dr. Madges takes advantage of
the spring weather to catch up on some reading on the
mall.

38/Madges

IN IT TOGETHER
FACULTY NOT A ONE MAN
SHOW
The faculty at Xavier is more than a
million different one-man, or woman,
shows. Through department affiliations
and having a common goal, the faculty
become one. Faculty members often
share office space and can be found in
the faculty services office. They attend
receptions together and share their
lunch hour with each other in the
upper-half of the cafe. They head the
Xavier community.

Meeting of the Math
minds, Mr. Bruggeman
and Dr. Larkin exchange
ideas in the faculty
services office in Hinkle.
A little off time, is
shared as Fr. LaRocca, Dr.
Shriberg, and Fr. King get
together during Manresa.

Dr. Barbara Barker
Chemistry
Dr. Mohamed Bayou
Accounting

Dr. Vytautas Bieliauskas
Psychology
Rev. Thomas Bokenkotter
Theology

40/Faculty

Dr. Carolyn Chambers
Biology

Sr. Elaine Charters
Biology
Dr. Steven Cobb
Economics
Dr. Paul Colella
Philosophy

Dr. Mary DeShazer
English
Dr. Lawrence Donnelly
Industrial Relations

42/FacultY

Mrs. Jean Dye
Communications
Dr. Andrew Eustis
Center for Management
and Professional Studies

43/Faculty

Mr. Walter Hattenbach
Marketing
Dr. Thomas Hayes
Marketing

Dr. Neil Heighberger
Political Science
Dr.Henry Heimlich
Advanced Clinical Sciences
Dr. Brennan Hill
Theology

Dr. Barbara Hopkins
Chemistry
Jack Howell, SSG
Military Science
46/Faculty

Dr. Stewart Jacoby
History
Rev. Thomas Kennealy
College of Arts and
Sciences

Dr. Paul Knitter
Theology
Dr. Neil Kumpf
Marketing

Dr. Richard O'Neill
Chemistry

R«v. Frank Oppenheim
Philosophy

Rev. Kenneth Overberg
Theology

Dr. Milton Partridge
College of Professional
Studies

48/Faculty

Dr. J o h n Tafuri
Biology

Dr. Richard Talaska
Philosophy
Rev. Theodore Thepe
Chemistry

Mr. Willis Todd
Chemistry
Mr. David Trunnell
Mathematics

50/Faculty

Dr. Matias Vega
Modern Languages
Mr. Joseph Wessling
English
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Dr. Robert Z i m m e r m a n
Economics
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Maj. Howard Willis
Military Science
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NEE IN
EflDERi'HIP
Alpha Sigma Nu . . . Black
Student Association . . .
College Friends . . .
Commuter Council . . . Crew
Management Society . . .
Marketing Club . . .
Musketeer Annual . . .
Newswire . . . Players . . .
Pre-law Society . . .
Residence Hall Council . . . ''
Rugby . . . Sailing . . .
Singers . . . Senate . . .
Planning the next move, Bridget
MacMillan, Tim Hell and Patti Brennan plot
the developments of Senior Week.

52/Organizations

I

ORGANIZATIONS
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Students are offered a wide variety of clubs.
Which did you choose? Accounting Society,
Biology Club, College Bowl, English Club,
Marketing Club, Newswire, Yearbook,
Singers, Players, Pre-Law, or any other of the
60 clubs and organizations that Xavier
recognizes as official organizations of the
University. Whether you wanted to get out
and sail the high seas, or row across the lake,
or hone your literary skills, the organizations
held something for everyone.

Off to the races, Steve Uhlir
and Mike McDade get in a little
practice before an upcoming
sailing race.
And t h e winner is, Paul
Sittenfield, member of the Board
of Trustees, emphasizes the
importance of leadership.

54/Clubs

Cheek to Cheek, Freddie Stonestreet and his date show
their two-step at the annual Military Ball sponsored by
ROTC.
The social side, Paul Darwish and Fr. Kennealy get
together at one of the many receptions Paul attended as
president of Student Government.

Better t h a n the Emmys, senior theater arts major, and a
member of players for four years, Bill Hubner accepts his
award for his participation in the program.
Meeting her public, Lisa Ricke, president of Commuter
Council outside and Kevin Wilson find a few minutes to
chat outside the grill.

55/Clubs

STUDENT SENATE
AT THE HEART OF IT ALI

A m i n u t e for the minutes,
Melanie Koop takes her copy
of the minutes from last weeks
meeting before taking her
place for the meeting at
hand.

56/Senate
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Each with his own style, senators Mike
Delsanter, David Noll and Tom Harkness take
their ready positions for the start of a new
meeting.
Now hear this, leanne Hamilton presides
over the happenings as the senators vote on
programming and budgeting, as well as other
campus happenings.

Attentions turn as the next topic is
discussed and many of the senators give their
input on the issue.
Following along, Steve Moore and Joe
Berninger go over the list of old and new
business as the meeting moves along.

57/Senate

XAVIER NEWSWIRE
GIVING XU THE SCOOP

Newswire Editors:
Live Wire — Aldo Alvarez,
Perspective — Karen Stinson,
Business — Fred Middendorf,
Editor in chief — Li Vigueira,
News — Barb Harris, Sports —
Gregg Becker, News — Kim
Grote.
Editor m chief Li Viqueira
participates in tjie student
leadership awards reception.
Computer time is put in .by Fred
Middendorf in the Newswire
office.

58/Newswire

MUSKETEER ANNUAL
BRINGING MEMORIES TOGETHER

Yearbook Staff Members: •
Trip McFadden, Maria Tolbert, Muffy Smith,
Lisa Sellmayer, Lisa Murphy, Tom lordan,
Vicki Ludwig, Jackie Owens, Lucie Hinger,
Joe Maguigad.

59/Yearbook

IRISH SOCIETY
REMEMBERING THE GREEN

B a r d C t h e I r i s h , Irish Soci
ety president Tom l o r d a n plays
host to Irish storyteller Bart
Burns.
Irish Society officers p l a n n e d a
busy year with parties a n d
programs.

60/Irish Society

COLLEGE BOWL
A MEETING OF THE MINDS

Students vs. Faculty
College Bowl team members
practice their skills in an exhibition
match against the faculty in the
University Center lobby.
Senior Damian Kelly signals his
readiness to answer.

b-l/College Bowl

RESIDENCE HALL COUNCII
MAKING THE DORMS A
HOME

Residence Hall Council, with representatives from all the dorms gather between Husman ahd Kuhlman. They plan and sponsor
activities to make the dormies feel more at home.

62/Residence Hall Council

David Snidero and Liz Toebbm serve up
bagels m the lobby of Husman during a
council-sponsored event.

63/Residence Hall Council

PLAYERS
ON WITH THE SHOW

Life is a stage, and here are some of the
players.
Players president, John Tacabucci asks
for help to save theatre arts.

nil

I
64/Players
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PRE-LAW SOCIETY
BECOMING LEGAL EAGLES

MARKETING CLUB
LEARNING THE BUSINESS

65/ Pre-Law/ Marketing

66/ROTC

67/ROTC

SAILING
TAKING IT TO THE HIGH SEAS

EARTHBREAD
TAKING ACTION

68/Sailing/Earthbread

EDGECLIFF COUNCIL
THE SULLIVAN CONNECTION
Edgecliff Council is the campus
representative to SGA. Vice
president Mark Harkins,
secretary lulie Driehaus,
Treasurer lane Vaswani, and
president Bob Masbaum are
responsible for planning
activities lor the hall and
dealing with student concerns.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
SOCIETY
BRINGING THE WORD TO YOU

69/Edgecliff/International

NEE IN
ENIQR YE<nR
Apartment Living . . .
Senior Week . . . Final
Finals . . . Baccalaureate
. . . CP & P . . . Interviews
. . . Senior Pictures . . .
Class Rings . . . Awards . . .
Leadership . . .
Announcements . . .
Packing . . . Caps and
Gowns . . . Graduation . . :

That special touch. Matt Hutchins and
Beth Johnson during a senior week party in
the grill.

70/Seniors

Eric Adjokatcher
Management/
Accounting
Aldo Alverez
Communication Arts
Mark Armstrong
Management

James Avritt
Political Science
Colleen Back
Marketing
Peter Balash

THAT PERSON IS A SUCCESS
Who loves life
and lives it to the fullest;
and v^ho has discovered and sharer;
the strengths and talents
that are uniquely their own;
who puts their best into each task
and who leaves each situation
better than they found it;
who seeks and finds
that which is beautiful
in all people . . . and all things;
whose heart is full of love
and warm with compassion;
who has found joy in living
and peace within themselves.
Barbara J. Burro v.'

72/Seniors

SENIORS
Maureen Baldauf
Information Systems
David Balsinger
Management
Harold Batey

John Berninger
Accounting
Doug Bertoia
Marketing
Christopher Blaes

Margaret Blaha
English/Business
Thomas Blanco
Mike Brady

John Brault
Economics
Patricia Brennan
Marketing
Jean Bross
Public Relations

73/Seniors

SENIORS
Christi Brown
International Affairs
Patricia Bruns
Elementary Education
S h a n n o n Burke
Montessori Education

Andrew Butz
Management
Mary Cain
Marketing
David Canavan

Daniel Carey
Management
Cheryl Carson
Mathematics
John Castrucci

Susan Castleman
Elementary Education
Lisa Catanzaro
Psychology
Derek Clarke
Marketing/
Communication Arts

74/Seniors

HAVE DEGREE — WILL TRAVEL

Senior year was a little different than most
other years at Xavier. Soon-to-be-graduates
were faced with new decisions that would
shape their lives.
Career Planning and Placement offered
answers for seniors seeking information about
graduate school and employment locally dijH
in other cities.

Donald Cole
Marketing
Sharon
Connelly
Marketing
Carol Cooney

Michael Crane
Marketing
Eileen Cronin
English
Michael D a h m
Marketing

75/Seniors

ALMA MATER XAVIER
Dear Alma Mater Xavier
Undying truth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the truth within us dwell
And may this song our voices swell
Until resounds o'er hill and dell
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.

John Daley
Communications/
Marketing
Todd Deegan
Marketing
Jennifer DeJaco
Marketing

Michael Delsanter
Marketing
Mark Denny
Political Science
Anne Dillion
Biology

76/Seniors

SENIORS
Mary Donisi
William Eaton
Kenneth Eling
Economics/Finance

Robert Erhart
Secondary
Education/English
Steve Erskine
William Fetick

John Fischer
Management
Brian Foos
Accounting
Martha Foy
Marketing

a
r>i;

Nino Gabriele
Marketing
Kathleen
Gallagher
English/French
James Gebel
Natural Science

77/Seniors

SENIORS
Jon Geers
Natural Science
Paul Gehrin
Luis Antonio
Gomez

Margaret Gooden
International Affairs
Janice Gorcof f
Industrial Relations
David Gottesman

Barbara Graham
Christopher Haley
Marketing
Stephen Hansen
Management

Walter Hayes .
English/Business
Option
Karen Heckler
Marketing
Marylynn
Heimback
Montessori Education

78/Seniors

Thomas Hess
History
Timothy Hess
Industrial Relations
James Hessin
Information Systems

Lucienne Hinger
Accounting
Paul Hossenlopp
Physical Education
William Hubner
Theatre Arts

DID YOU REMEMBE
To Have A Good Time
Recovering from exams and preparir>g for graduation,
36 on-campus seniors spent a week in Brockman "getting
away from it all/' For some it was a step back into
freshman year. For others it was a new lease on resident
living, complete with community showers. For all it was a
^'moving" experiende.

immim
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79/Seniors

Matthew Hutchins
Natural Science
Timothy lott
Mathematics
Jennifer
Isphording
Marketing

Michael James
Marketing
John Jennewin
Industrial Relations
Elizabeth Johnson
Information Systems

WMW'Sm'iS^^W'^V^

DID YOU REMEMBER
TO HAVE A GOOD TIME?
Partyirxg, an integral part of the 1^?7 Senior
Week experience, was taken to many parts ol
the campus, but one more often than others. The
grill became a place for seniors to meet before
and after the Reds game and gave them a
chance to remember how it was long long ago
with a "Retum to Freshman Year Party."

SENIORS
Tamara Jones
Psychology
Thomas Jordan
Criminal lustice
Richard Joseph
Finance

Todd Juengling
Ann Kahle
Accounting
Alan Kallmeyer
Criminal lustice

Lisa Marie Karee
Marketing
Lori Kellar
Finance
Damian Kelly
General Studies

Mary Kelly
English/Education
Mary Kennedy
Economics
Terence Kennedy
Accounting

81/Seniors

SENIORS
Cinda Kief f er
Marketing
Amy Knapmeyer
Communication
Arts/Marketing
Kimberly
Krenning
Theatre Arts

George Kucik
Criminal lustice
Lisa Kuhnell
Marketing
Christine Kunz
Management

Marlene Lao
Marc Legris
Biology
Sergio Lopez
Music

Bridget'
MacMillian
History/Business
Michael Mahoney
Finance
Rebecca Malad
Management

82/Seniors

AXAV

PREMIER
By the Class of Nineteen-Hundred-Eighty-Seven
Cap, gown, collar, tassel,
smiles for the camera, tears for
good-byes and that little white
card with your name on it.
Low to mid 80's, expected
sunshine. Cicadas possible.
9:30 a.m. for seniors — 10:30
a.m. for just about everyone
else.
Schmidt Fieldhouse, center
stage.
600 new Xavier graduates,
compliments of the College of
Professional Studies, the College of Business Administration and the College of Arts
and Sciences.

David Mamone
Marketing
Michael Marcotte
Emad Matter
Finance

Margaret
Mattimoe
English/Business
Robert McClure
Natural Science
Mary McCormick
Math/Spanish

83/Seniors

Todd Michalka
Accounting
Joseph Miklacic
Information Systems
Joyce Miller
Communications/
Public Relations

84/Seniors

SENIORS
Thomas Molony
Steven Moore
Management
Williaxn Moran
Finance

Steve Mouch
Marketing
Margaret Mountel
Finance
Michelle Mueller
Accounting/
Information Systems

Charles Murray
Political Science
Deborah
Murtaugh
Medical Technology
Joan Myers
Elementary Education

Joann Nead
Communication
Arts/Marketing
Melissa Nercessian
David Neuer
Criminal lustice

85/Seniors

SENIORS
James Nieberding
Economics
John Nordmeyer
Robert Noschang
Economics/ Finance

T a m m y Nourtsis
Marketing
Jerome N t u m b a
Patrick Nugent
Theology

Edward Nusrala
Marketing
Holly Oilier
Marketing
Maria Oilier
Psychology/Theology

James Otremsky
Biology
Jacqueline Owens
Marketing
Noreen Paxton
Marketing/
Management

86/Seniors

E d w a r d Perry
Political Science
Nicole P e t e r
Information Systems
Katherine Phelan
English/Business

Olivia Dolores
Pierce
Paul Quarry
Marketing
Catherine Rauen
Art

unporary America there is a need not oijj^i|^ the
irA(Mq^0^^
of the past but also for thousands of ortierlu'lghly speoidB^lf^^
based occupations that require preliminary preparative-^li'-.t^'r^-?^
it already are different in their specialization and
M.iJ®V I
iion. The recipients ot bachelor's degrees today have alre^i^*'''
spent 16 years ot their lives in the educational process and many of
them will have to spend many more years before they can engage in
their chosen occupations that will liave to provide them with not only a
decent living but also a way of life. Both students and society at large
are right in wanting a four-year college education to provide suitable
.
ining for employment in the great variety of specialized, knowledgeied occupations for which there is a constant demand. Asa Knfr//lr,>s,
isident of Northwestern University, wrote: "As educators we hr;vc: a
onsibility to the p.roduct of our services, and education for
lemploymont is not a service at all." Accordingly, it is important to
^
in mind that time, as well as money, is a finite resource that must
" fee budgeted. . . . It is inconceivable to me that we can have any kind
oE future worth living without a large number of highly specialized,
humanely-oriented university graduates who will enrich our society with
the best that human civilized endeavor has achieved thus far and who
will bring forth the as yet undreamed vistas of knowledge,
understanding, and power that with wise leadership could provide to all
in this world a life materially and spiritually better by far than any we
have yet known.
Commericement Address 1987 By: Dr. Albert B. Sabin

87/Seniors

S u s a n Reed
Nursing
Jene Reichardt
Accounting
E u g e n e Reilly
Natural Science

M a r y Clare Rietz
Social Work/English

(|i-;i^|iJE»^'88^
to you
^^.^-s>j*- '***°""'"''•• I^^K|teig some of my close friends, who
"tsSip^e this address. The focus of my
tions on the purpose of a college
sense . . . the eduational process on the„ ylfft?;
?#Shi^h deeper than what is required to do well <m''
F<||i^^^;of us it was the first time that we lived away
••ilfcM^I^SIi^^tno much less dependent on our parents for •
l!^^i^^(:^C$i0^$^b^^'%Skd
to make have become more important
and"ll9iJ?ife7|i^|^Ri^
that we arc going to set out and live our V.TJI
lives ha§;b^eli'1^^|^«ii*by the educational prof.:ess. In general, educatic^ifll
has the pU!p6s^liL:|^separe people for life itself with its inherent
f
uncertainties an4!cM.^nges. This education can be found both io the '5
casual eiV3pypl|ii|r;:ffj|& the people around us and in the classroom . ., f
first mefilWi;B^^i*#».. the custodian at Marion Hall . . . Duke, the '•.••
security offioeir:iii.ii)^Jgatehouse at the entrance of University Drive .. $
Pauline the wsifi^M
Eva's. For those who don't know, Eva's was
'§
Norwood's open^tf^^lit inexpensive diner-type restaurant. There is ^.
nothing that tastes better at three in the morning than Cincinnati chili i
served by Pauline .. . Each of these people comes across to me as
"'•
pers.';r.L- V.-IK. 'h.;v,- an enjoyment lor life. It's not what they do but how
they do ii tnai i^. important. Each of these people teaches that happine^
comes from simplicity. Their happiness doesn't come from money,
';•:
power, or prestige. From them, I have really learned that there should %
always be a balance in life. . . .
'
•••
Valedictory Ad-h'f.w^ i.-v William Wester, III

88/Seniors

SENIORS
Lori Rothring
Marketing/
Management
Peter Rychlik
Marketing
Regina Sansalone
International Affairs

Mark Santella
Management
Catherine Sartoris
Psychology / Business
Tim Sassen
Teaching Biology

Christopher
Scrazzo
Marketing
Patricia Scheetz
Communication Arts
Jenny Scheifers

Terry Schildmeyer
Marketing
Mary Jo Schuld
Communication Arts
Michael Seibert
English/Business

89/Seniors

SENIORS
Lisa Sellmayer
Marketing
Christopher
Shern\an
Accounting
Raymond Sico
Marketing

Jane S m i t h
Communication Arts
Michele Specht
Marketing
Joseph Sreenan
Natural Science

Arlene Stubbers
Political Science
Margaret Sullivan
Elementary Education
Robert S u m m e
Natural Science

90/Seniors

HOW MANY SUITCASES
Into A Volkswagen?
1) lofts •

, moving day fell only a lew minutes after graduation and it was
the wire for a few. (Hey, it was rough squee2ing the stereo
foto the Honda and still finding room to drive.) An impromptu
found the foUowing itemsj ap^Qjig^the most difficult to pack.

2) the stereo-television, compc „^
disk-video cassette recorder'
entertainment center that took
three year^ and seven trips:
piece together
3) refrigeratoiB (preference goes
the non-defrosted o n ^ with last
week's pizza still inside)
4) i k e pet fish (especially the
; ones)
5) the sacks of dirty iaum
6)Jeftovers from the senior
,, -cook-out
Ished homework papers
freshman year (you may
id them) :
irished boyfriends/girlfriends
freshman year
memories from all four

Karen Sunderman
Marketing
Peggy Tainer
Communications
Elijah Tarpeh
Finance

Mary Thompson
Theatre Arts
Matthew Tseronis
Information Systems
Laurence VanKirk
Economics

91/Seniors

David Walsh
Computer Science

Kenneth Wedig
Biology
Julie Wegman
Education
Vincent Weelbrock

92/Seniors

SENIORS
Thomas Wenstrup
Psychology
William Wester
Physics
Angela
Willenbrink
Art/Art Education

Kevin Wilson
Sociology
Ellen Wimberg
International Affairs
Stephen Winhusen
Natural Science

Craig
Wintersheimer
Marketing
Jennifer Wissman
Natural Science
Gregg Zamborsky

Robert Zavodny
Natural Science
Stephen Zink
Marketing

93/Seniors

SENIOR YEAR
IT WAS THE LAST TIME TO
See how many beers
you can carry at one
time to avoid
unnecessary trips to the
beer truck.
Kick back and relax
with a few friends for a
few minutes or a few
hours.

See how many people
you can fit into your car
for the 23 hour drive to
Florida so you get a tan
that will fade on the way
home.
Stand in line for free
beer, and spend a
Friday night with your
buddies.

Kick up your heels at
any of the annual'
dances and proms.
Crowd together real
close with your friends
and dates and make
strange faces so you will
forever be embarrassed
when the picture shows
up in the yearbook.

94/Seniors
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Walk past the firetrucks
on your way to class.
Bundle u p for your walk
across campus to the
library or Down Under.
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Meet your friends at
Dana's on Saturday
night, or Monday, or
W e d n e s d a y or . . .
Kick back for a few
minutes before that
Tuesdy night class.

Share a beer on the
terrace with your
roommate.
Check your mailbox —
at least twice a day —
or anytime you're in the
general area.

SENIOR YEAR .
IT WAS THE LAST TIME TO
95/S6
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NEE IN
PDRTi
Men's Soccer . . .
Women's Soccer . . .
Volleyball . . . Men's
Basketball . . . Women's
Basketball . . . Swimming
. . . Tennis . . . Golf . . .
Rugby . . . Baseball . . .
Rifles . . . Intramurals . . .
Cheerleaders . . . Gillen's
Villains . . .

The thrill of victory is shared between
teammates as Xavier gets closer to the
NCAA.

96/Sports
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MEN'S SOCCER
ON THE BALL
Xavier's 1986-87 men's soccer team
had an exciting season with first-year
coach Vince Pecoraro, who
propelled them to a winning season
ol 8-7-2. Coach Pecoraro built up
team spirit and stirred up some fire
within the Muskies through hard
work and lots of practice.
The Muskies had a tough schedule,
but with top scorers Martin

Fighting to the finish, Martin
Hernandez shows the determination that
made him one of the seasons leadmg
scorers.
Fronn the sidelines, first-year coach
Vmce Pecoraro keeps watch of his players.
Rolling along, Reima Oikkonen takes the
ball down the field in a style that made him
leading scorer for the team.

lOO/Men's Soccer

Herandez, Reima Oikkonen and
Eddie Walker, they came out on top.
Halfback Dave Eikamp and other
defensive players Pat lackson and
Petri Ikonen helped goalies Mark
Armstrong and Matt Spagnoli put
together a good season. The five
seniors played their last season as
part of the Muskie sguad with a
winning combination.

aumm

T a k e i t a w a y , Denis
O ' L e a r y k e e p s his
o p p o n e n t away from the
ball as Bob Bishop moves

S%?y<^-\<>5
Front Row (left to right):
Steve Fortin, Larry
VanKirk, Ed Walker, Denis
O'Leary, Martin
Hernandez, Damon
K e n n e d y , Marty Siewert,
Paul Fellinger Standing:
H e a d coach Vince
P e c o r a r o , Matt Spagnoli,
Pat Jackson, Tom Moore,
Jim Ferrello, Kur
Heinzelman, Bob Bishop,
Nasser Jurdi, Petri Ikonen,
Dave Eikamp, Robert
Wright, Pat Dervin,
G e r v a s a Ngalla, Mark
Armstrong Not pictured:
Reima O i k k o n e n .

1 0 1 / M e n ' s 'Soccer

Keeping on top of the action Stacey
Walsh chases her opponent down the
field to keep her from reaching the
goal.
Women's Soccer Team: Kneeling: trainer
Peggy Bockelman, Eileen Steuer, Kathy
Keesee, Julie Eimermacher, Stacey Walsh,
Jo Ann Roth, Jamie Staurovsky, Michelle
Zilliox, Lennie Ricotta, Kathy Bunker.
Standing: manager Michelle Math, Rachel
Maxi, Susan Hiernaux, Meg Condon,
Connie Cacaro, Susan Neuer, Amy Finke,
Lori Thesing, Renee Peter, Jennifer
Meyerrose, Michelle Long, Robin Hiett,
coach Sharri Brumfield.
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102/Women's Soccer
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
LEARNING TO WIN
Inexperienced. That's an understatement w h e n
describing the 1986-87 Lady Musketeer soccer program.
There w e r e no seniors a n d just four juniors on the 17player roster. Despite those odds, they finished with a 85-3 mark. 'T think w e did really well," said second year
h e a d coach Shari Bumfield, '"when you take into
consideration what we were u p against. I u p g r a d e d the
schedule. W e had to adjust to a lot of injuries. A d d that
to the fact that we had a very young lineup, including
three freshman starters."

" O n e of the big highlights of the season was the
Wright State Tournament Championship at the e n d of
the season.
Although Xavier's women's soccer program is only
about to enter its fourth year on the NCAA Division I
level, the progress has b e e n steady. "I can see that we
are getting better players e a c h year from this area. The
Cincinnati area is a great area to draw from," Brumfield
said.
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RUGGERS
For those who want to know more about
rugby: Play begins with a kickoff at the
start of each forty-minute half and after
points are scored. Play can also begin with
a scrum or a line out. A scrum usually
occurs when a team is guilty of a minor
infraction like a forward pass, for example.
In a scrum, the scrum-half (a football
quarterback prototype) .is responsible for
putting the ball in between the two
opposing groups of eight forwards.
The forwards ""pack down" or group
together to look like a very tight huddle in
football, against each other to try to heel
the ball back through the scrum to the
scrum-half. When a play is tackled, he
must release the ball. This is when open
play on the ball begins. Where each
player on each team is allowed to fight
over the ball. When a pile of players
happen at a tackle, a ""ruck" occurs. Then
the players can only move the ball with
their feet in this ruck.
When the ball leaves the playing field
the team that is given possession has the
right to throw the ball back into play or a
""line out." this line is where the eight
pack members from each team line up in
parallel lines and the team with possession
throws the ball in to start play again.
Once a ""ruck" or ""line out" happens
the team that gets the ball moves it once
again to the backs. These backs can
advance the ball by running or kicking it.
All passes of the ball must be thrown in a
lateral way. The player who catches the
pass must be behind the player who threw
it. The object is to get the ball across the
opponents' goal line and touch it down.
This is a ""try" and is worth four points. A
conversion kick over the crossbar after a
try is worth two points. A subcessful
dropkick during play is worth three points,
as does a penalty kipk, which,is awarded
alter certain fouls. For clockwatchers, the
game lasts 80 minutes with a five minute
hall-time.
Ready and waiting, Tim Clark, and John Lowry
wait to get into the action.
Moving along, Thomas Armsey kicks the ball down
the field.
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It connes to this, the part of rugby that most
people associate with the game is displayed
with a massive tackle.

105/Rugby

MUSKIE BASKETBALL
This year's team had some new
faces but Byron Larkin was the backbone of the returning players. The
6'-3" AP Honorable Mention AllAmerican guard and new player,
Stan Kimbrough were co-captains.
Kimbrough a 5'-11" transfer from
the University of Central Florida was

Weaving around his opponent, Stan
Kimbrough moves around the court with
the ball to sweep past his opposition.
Ready, aim, fire, Byron Larkin puts in a
freethrow to give the Muskies a temporary
lead against U.C.
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the third leading freshman scorer in
the nation in 1985. Another transfer
was Kyle Taylor, 6'-4", a guard from
Portsmouth, Ohio. Other new players included I.D. Barnett, transfer
from Tyler luriior College. Reggie
Bell, a 6'-5" Freshman from Tampa,
played forward and had been nomi-

nated for McDonalds Ail-American
team. These players and others had
an overall record of 19-13. They
were 7-5 for MCC regular season.
They played their best at home with
a 14-1 record on their own court, a
1-9 record on away games and 4-3
on neutral courts.
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Sink it in. Kelly Williamson goes up for
three points against University of Cincinnatti.
With a little help from his teammate, Kelly
Williamson gets a lift from J.D. Barnett after a
guick play.
Ready and willing, playing the bench,
many members of the team patiently wait
their turn and root for their teammates.
On the warpath. Coach Pete Gillen gets in
the action from the sidelines.
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MCC/NCAA
The 1986-87 Xavier basketball team gained national
attention — and respect — in what was arguably
their best season ever. After defeating St. Louis 81-69
to capture the MCC title, the Musketeers took their
skills to Indianapolis for the 1987 NCAA tournament.
The Muskies stunned Missouri in the first round by
edging the Tigers, 70-69. The victory marked Xavier's
first win in four attempts in the NCAA Tournament.
Two days later, 17th-ranked Duke nearly fell to
Xavier, but held on to defeat the Muskies, 65-60. The
critics didn't believe Xavier could repeat their 1986
MCC championship form, mainly because the new
team was young and inexperienced. After a shaky
start, the team steadily improved to become a force
to be reckoned with on the MCC.
All but one team in the NCAA Tournament ended
the season with a loss. Xavier did not win it all, but
gave the fans something to cheer about all season.

Front Row (left to right): Kyle Taylor, Jerry Butler, Kelly Williamson, Stan Kimbrough,
H e a d C o a c h Pete Gillen, Byron Larkin, Walt C o r b e a n , J.D. Barnett, Mark G a g n o n .
Back Row: Trainer Terry Kofler, Assistant C o a c h Jeff Nex, Kevin Nally, Jim Renforth,
Tyrone Hill, Bob Koester, Mike Ramey, Dexter C a m p b e l l , R e g g i e Bell, M a n a g e r Steve
Mouch, Assistant C o a c h Skip Prosser, Assistant C o a c h Mike Sussli.
F r e s h m a n T y r o n e H i l l g r a b a a r e b o u n d from Missouri d e f e n d e r s in N C A A
T o u r n a m e n t action.

lasketball
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In the winner's circle . . . Stan Kimbrough, Head
Coach Pete Gillen, Xavier President Fr. Albert DiUlio
and Byron Larkin celebrate the MCC championship.
Hitting the boards, junior J.D. Barnett pulls a rebound
with junior Dexter Campbell backing him against
Missouri.
The celebration begins during exciting tournament
play.
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LADY MUSKIES
MAKE THEIR MOVE
The Lady Musketeer record (6-22) may not reflect it, but this
season the team made some great strides toward a winning
tradition. Their improvement throughout the year leads one to
believe that they will enjoy the fruits of success in the years to
come.
""Even though we only won six games, we won more games
than the last two years combined," said head coach Mark Ehlen.
""We won our last two games and were playing better ball. Also,
this year we earned some respect in our league." This was the
first year that the women's basketball team competed in the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
The season also marked the emergence of Musketeer center
Terri Coughman as a force in the MCC. Coughman, a junior,
led the conference in rebounding with 9.8 per game, was fifth
m scoring with 15.2 points per game and was fourth in blocked
shots with 1.6 per game. Her accomplishments earned her
second team All-MCC honors.
While Xavier finished sixth in
the MCC this year, the hopes
for next season are high. ""We
went through a growing process
this year and laid a foundation,"
said Ehlen. ""We're lifting
weights, playing ball and
working hard."
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I got it, Christy Mescher and Maureen
Fredrick block their opponents' shot.
Hustle down the court. Lady
Muskies Maureen Fredrick, Kate
Phelan, Terri Coughman, Christi
Mescher, and Shannan Showers race^to
out-hustle their opponents.
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Lady Muskies: Front row: Kate Phelan, Maureen
Fredrick, Tern Coughman, coach Mark Ehlen,
Suzanne Prebles, Karen Smith, Shannon Sowers
Back row: manager Paula Sellars, manager Jenny
Schilling, Kelly Benintendi, Angela Palumbo,
Nancy Kastner, Kerry Durhan, Christi Mecher,
assistant coach, Mary Byers.
A quick turn around, Suzanne Prebles and
Angela Palumbo chase the ball back down the
court.

w
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SWIMMING
The 1986-87 Men's a n d W o m e n ' s Swimming Teams had a
very successful season. The men's team was led by sophomore diver Dave Shay who set four school records a n d was
M C C champion in the 3 meter diving. Seniors lohn Fischer, Damian Kelly, Robert S u m m e a n d Matt Tseronis
contributed heavily in their respective events. Fischer was
n a m e d Swimmer of the Year. S u m m e was n a m e d as the
winner of the Father O ' C o n n o r Award as Xavier's outstanding male athlete. The women's team was led by sensational sophomore Diane Gdovic, who set five school
records a n d finished 3rd in the M C C 100-yard freestyle,
lunior lenni Boehm led the way in the breaststroke, while
several sophomores h e l p e d to carry the load throughout
the season. G d o v i c was n a m e d Swimmer of the Year at the
swimmers' banquet.
Psyching out the competition, Mary McCormick and Jim Whalen
give that extra mental push.

112/Swimming

The lone senior swimmer, Mary McCormick and her parents during an
"Agua Muskie" match.
And they're off! In the ladies' 100-yard
freestyle.
The travelling man, Louis Summe,
models the season's latest swimwear
fashions.

Top Row (left to right): Rick Harmon, Dave Shay, Jim Whalen, Jeff Leatherwood, John Fischer,
Paul Naber, Chris Kuntz, Matt Tseronis, Joel Pleban, Robert Summe, Tassos Madonis (Coach).
Bottom Row: Beth Hines, Mary McCormick, Jacki Vlerick, Cee Cee Parrish, Kelli Parrish,
Michele Penning, Kelli Dillon, Jenni Boehm, Diane Gdovic, Bernie Murphy.
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BASEBALL
The Xavier Musketeer baseball team's
record was 25-14. For the Northern Division
champs of the Midwest Collegiate
Conference, winning became a common
occurrence under coach Larry Redwine.
Moreover, the program itself is healthy, and
the future appears even brighter.
The gigantic strides made in recent years
were largely the result of the unwavering
dedication of Coach Redwine. During his
four-year tenure at Xavier, Redwine's teams
have compiled a record of 112-97-3. In 1984,
he was voted MCC Coach of the Year after
directing the Muskies to an MCC Northern
Division Championship.
Man of m a n y moves. Kip Funke shows off his
powerful hitting, above, and his ability to play the field,
right.
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1 9 8 6 - 8 7 Baseball Team: Front row:
Greg Henry, Rob Burkhart, Scott
Lawson, Bill Wittich, Mike Roberts, Don
Engel, Glenn Colgan, Ken Apking,
Tony Warwick, Art Knott, Pat Mahon,
Brian Heffron. Second row: Tom
Eckerle (manager), Doug Swisshelu,
John Gardner, Michael Macitis, Bill
Gordon, Dave Neuer, head coach Larry
Redwine, Tom Millikin, Steve Heake,
John Michealski, Jeff Rumpke, assistant
Greg Hauser, assistant Bruce Gordon.
Back row: Pierre Gendreau, Andre
Gendreau, John Delvecchio, Steve
Stigler, Scott Gordon, Tom Serey, Jeff
Ahr, Tim Tryjankowski, Derek Venkus,
Dave Goodwin, Chris Floyd, Steve
Kroger, Bill Angel, Pat Smith, Kip
Funke.
Hey batter, batter. Bill Gordon gives
the ball his power hit into the outfield.
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Showing his style, Chris Floyd puts one into the field with a
powerful swing.
Round the bases, Xavier baseball players got into the habit of
rounding the bases during their winning season.

116/Baseball
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VOLLEYBALL
The 1986 version of the Lady Musketeers
Volleyball team is a mixture of seasoned
veterans and acclaimed freshmen.
""We're playing really well right now,"
said second-year coach Iiil Kohrs. "We've
come a long way since August."
The team was led this year by co-captains
Patty Bruns and lodi Fahey. ""lodi was our
leader on the floor offensively," says Coach
Kohrs, ""and Patty led up front as a hitter."
The team had also counted on good playing
from juniors Sherry Chatel and Mary Horan
as well as from sophomores Mary Beth
O'Brien and Kim Schwachtgen.
The four freshmen on the team are
expecting long and prosperous careers at
Xavier. One Muskie who played right away
was Kathy Kalb, a third team all state
selection, from Cincinnati's Ursuline
Academy. The other three newcomers were
Susan Kowal from Kettering Alter, Ann Ewry
from Coldwater High and Susan Meaker
from the Beaumont School for Girls in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
This year, for the first time, the Lady
Muskies were members of the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference, simply because this
was the first year that the MCC has
sponsored championships in women's sports.

Putting thier toys
away, Susan Meaker,
Kathy Kalb, Susan
Kowal, and Ann Ewry
take care of the home
court after a game.
Front row: Susan
Kowal, Kim
Schwachtgen, Susan
Meaker, Jodi Fahey,
Ann Ewry. Back row:
Head Coach Jill Kohrs,
Mary Beth O'Brien,
Kathy Kalb, Patty
Bruns, Mary Horan,
Sherry Chatel.
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Listen up, Coach Jill Kohrs
gives the team a few pointers
and encouragement.
Fast-paced action. Lady
Muskies hustle on the court to
outplay their opponents.
Ready positions, everyone
takes their places as the first
serve comes over the net.
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THE XAVIER CREW
""Commitment, pride and tradition" are words
commonly associated with the team sport of rowing.
For the Xavier University Crew team, the
commitment and pride are visable, but making it a
tradition is a goal.
Under the leadership of crew founder Graham
Coles the team traveled to regattas in Atlanta,
Toledo, and Columbus. He was joined by Sue StSing
as novice coach. Together they took the team
through daily practices at East Fork Lake and some
rigorous competitions.
Columbus was a highlight for the crew when the
men's novice heavy weight 4 of Tim Dennan, Adam
McCarthy, Art Boyle, Chris Chapman and coxswain
loy Garand edged past a tough Cincinnati Rowing
Club boat to take second.

Taking off, Men's varsity rows to the start.
Men's Rowing t e a m Front Row: John Kucia, advisor; Barb
Dirvin, coach; Sue StSing, coach; Brian Boland, Mark Ringswald,
Scott Cunningham, John (Cheese) Muth, Tom Harkness, Tom
Connelly, Chris Chapman, Denny Otto, Tomtny Conconnon, Dave
Ahlert. Back Row: Jonh Vandebuilt, David Keast, Mark Salley, Rob
Young, Dave Snidero, Tony Purcell, Steve Lee, Art Boyle and
,
,
Adam McCarthy.
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Stroke, stroke, women's novice team pulls into
the finish.
Getting ready, Ed McHugh makes a final
adjustment on the foot stretchers before the race
at Ohio State.
Where's the water. Men's Lightweight Varsity 4
prepares to launch.
Woman's Rowing Team: Front row: Virginia
Margand, Mary Olberding, Karen Karwowski,
Laura Chapnick, Jenny Barret, Joy Garand,
Donna Spiernoff, Second row: John Kucia,
advisor; Barb Dirvin, Coach; Sue Sting, coach;
Lori Hurzog, Theresa Schultz, Sue McLaughlin,
Michele Kujawa, Julie Kress. Back row: Stacy
Walsh, Maureen Garity, Marie Padovick, Mary
Ann McElroy, Theresa Wagner, Anna Burstein,
Cara Stone, Betsy Connaton, Jane Behm.
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, INTRAMURALS
A LITTLE FRIENDLY
COMPETITION

Xavier University Intramural Sports provided the
opportunity for students, faculty and staff to
participate in a variety of competitive sports and
physical activities. The intramural program is open
to all Xavier students, part-time and full-time
undergraduates as well as graduate students
holding a current I.D. card. It is also open to all
faculty and staff. One could read the latest
intramural news on the intramural bulletin board
located in the O'Connor Sports Center. Posters

reminded players of upcoming events, sign-up
dates and captains' meetings. Team rosters were
available in the Sports Center on the XUIM table.
These rosters were filled out and returned at the
captains' meetings. At that time all teams payed a
forfeit fee to assure a spot on the XUIM schedule.
This fee was returned at the end of each season if
the team had not forfeited any games. A free
agent list was located in the XUIM office for those
who wanted to play but did not have a team.
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Team members rejoice over a victory.
Not exactly the NBA, but the winter basketball season
brought some good competition.
It's mine, softball at Chen.

122/Intramurals
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Floor Hockey Champs: Tom Concannon,
Doug Cron, Tim "Trigger" Tryjankowski,
Chris Haley, John Baroni, Brian Morrissey,
Dick Morrissey.
'
Team spirit, football is back at Xavier.
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SPRINGTIME MADNESS
WITH SPRING BREAKAWAY
In only the second year of events, Spring
Breakaway II proved to be a success once
again in 1987. Although not as elaborate as
last year, the events were a true
demonstration of fun, competition and
sportsmanship. The featured events included:
tricycle race, wiffleball, arm wrestling,
innertube relay, scavenger hunt, team
handball, tug-of-war, obstacle course, 3 on 3
basketball, 3 on 3 volleyball. The struggle
among the women's teams was fierce until
Active Ingredients dominated the games and
won first place by winning eight events.
Boasting dominance from the beginning, the
STET members were relentless in their
pursuit and capture ol the men's title.

A fine mess, Chuck Patton makes the mud hole a little
extra muddy before the title for tug-of-war is fought out.
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Are we having fun yet, the men's tug-of-war ended in a mud slide with
the losing team getting a mud bath.
And the winner is, Kevin Nally captures the attention of all the players
as he announces the winners of the obstacle course.

127/Spring Breakaway

Left to right (standing): Pat
Bosch, Christa Baker, Geoff
Pearson, Gina Thesing, Paul
McCarthy, Laura Betts, Marty
Joyce, JoEllen Riley, John
Morgan. In Front: Colleen
Hahn.
Sharing t h e spirit, Laura
Betts bounces onto the court
to cheer the Muskies.
The line-up. Cheerleaders
put their spirit on the line as
they lead the crowd.

128/Cheerleaders

CATCH THE SPIRIT
This year's cheerleading sguad was
captained by Geoff Pearson and Colleen
Hahn, who completely reorganized the
cheerleading program, reaching their goal
of building a top-twenty team. Formerly,
the club lacked pride and the dance
routines and lifts lacked organization.
Pearson and Hahn came in to make the
cheerleading sguad part of the athletic
department and to increase the budget.
Hahn organized and ran the practices,
while Pearson worked to increase the
budget. His efforts were helped by
running a concession stand at the baseball
games. The training program added more
practice time and training camps during
the summer. These camps taught safety as
well as new lifts to the sguad. The change
began at a meeting between men's head
basketball coach Pete Gillen, athletic
director leff Fogelson, and assistant athletic
director left Keener. They decided that a
tradition needed to be established to build
a program parallel to the basketball
program. The new program had a chance
to show itself off during the winning
Muskie season.
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S h o w i n g h i s s t u f f , Pat Bosch jumps high to c h e e r
the team against University of Cincinnati.
S p e l l i t o u t , G i n a Thesing stands u p high to get the
c r o w d u p a n d yelling to bring the Muskies to victory.
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0 NEE IN
E W i M<flt\ING
WVXU gets new home . .
. 'inauguration Marks
History . . . Edgecliff Sole.
. . . '^ooking for a Vice'^resident . . . Break-Ins in
Edgecliff lots . . . P O
Boxes Move in . . .
'?^arking Problems . . .
Student Government
Elections . . . Black History'
Month . . . Theatre Arts
Closing . . . Xavier Makes
NCAA . . .
A year-long debate was finally ended
with a 6.1 million dollar deal to sell
Edgecliff.
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THE

XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
ESTABLISHED IN 1888

CONGRATULATES
THE CLASS OF 1987
BEST WISHES AND

WELCOME TO YOUR
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
132/Alumni Ad

B.M. O.C.
Special Student

0,rovident Bonk

Options

COUNT O N IT!

Ciork, Schoefer, Hackett & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
105 E. Fourth Street
.Gficinnath Ohio 45202 (Tel. 241-3111)
Other offices in Columbus, Dayton, Middletown, Springfield

Congratulationsr Graduates!.
133/Ads
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CAMPUS
COUPLES

UP IN
SMOKE
From The Xavier Newswire by A n n e t t e
Recever A gas leak in a nearby main may
be to blame for the explosion and two-alarm
fire that gutted a business property near the
new WVXU building early Sunday morning.
The blast occurred in the Environments
Plus/Builderness building around 5 a.m.,
according to X.U. Security Officer Arlie
Stone. "The explosion itself was due to
natural gases," said Cincinnati Fire Specialist
lake Hauck, who affirmed that the use of
varnishes by one of the companies had little
effect on the fire.
There were no injuries in the explosion
that strew brick and debris across Herald
Avenue. Nor were any neighboring buildings
touched by the initial blast or flames from the
fire that followed.
Fire crews arrived shortly after the
explosion and remained on the scene until
late Sunday afternoon.
Cincinnati Gas & Electric employees spent
most of early Sunday repairing the 12-inch
iron gas main, thought to have cracked from
the force of the explosion. An additional twoday cleanup of the area was expected.
The City Fire Division Investigator George
Phelps describes the official cause of the fire
as undetermined. However, the theory is that
the explosion was caused by the gas that
seeped into the building. Pressure built up in
the gas burner of the building's boiler until it
reached explosive levels.
Chuck Sawyer, owner of Envirpnmental
Plus, faces an estimated $100,000 property
loss. He plans to rebuild with money from
insurance coverage. Co-owner of B'uilderness
Design and Construction, Drew Asimus, said
he was unsure about plans for his company.
Fire and police crews closed the lower part
of Herald Avenue during the clean-up
operation. Traffic for the Sunday soccer game
was rerouted by Cincinnati Police and gas
was temporarily shut off to Husman and
Kuhlman halls and the University Student
Center, resulting in a hot-water shortage in
both dorms and a lukewarm brunch.

I357News

CLEANING UP WITH MANRESA '86
Cheer! Shout! Dynamo! Miracle
White! These are just a few of the
names of the groups of students
who participated in Manresa '86.
Manresa served as a way of
orienting new students to Xavier
and as a way for staff, group
leaders and new students alike to
get to meet some new friends.
Among the scheduled activities
were small group sessions,
Playfair, a sguare dance and a
human scavenger hunt. The
highlight of the entire program
was, however, the Day at St.
Francis. From the responses of
everyone involved Manresa
fulfilled its promise to provide
"five days to shape a lifetime."
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T.G.I. FRIDAYS: 11340 Princeton Pike, Springdale Ohio.
TELEPHONE: 771-8443
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11:30-2:00 Fri: 11:00-2:00
Sat 11:00-2:00 Sun 10:30-12:00
RESERVATIONS: No reservations accepted
PRICING: Reasonable
AMBIENCE: Bustling, noisy, cluttered, fun
SERVICE: Extremely attentive
HYGIENE: Excellent
CREDIT CARDS: All major credit cards
NON-SMOKING SECTION: Yes

Congratulations, Karen!
G.D. SANGVAI, M.D.

''Whatever we look at with delight whatever
we see that gives us pleasure, though we may
think we have forgotten it the next day; will
affect the rest of our lives."
With love,
from your family

General Surgery

1150 Harrison Avenue
Suite 107

Harrison, Ohio 45030
(513) 367-0083

.RICK WALKER

Congratulations,
Gregg
We're very proud
of you •
and
may all your
dreams come true!

All our love,
Mom, Dad and Chris

IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR
AND
ATHLETIC
UNIFORMS
(513)489-2744
4627 A Carlynn Dr, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
137/Ads
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Zhe Student
Qovcmmmt
Association
Congratulates
Zhe Class Of 1987

Zhe graduates
Zke ^est Jn Zkeir
future Bndeai/ors

WE SAVED THE YEARBOOK
Dear Supporters of the Yearbook,
Save the Yearbook! How many times did that
phrase pass your eyes that fateful week in
March? I know I wrote and spoke those words
more than a fair share's worth, but with the help
of the Xavier community it was worth it.
The details: After years of financial problems
the yearbook could no longer be a burden on
the Xavier budget, and was forced to be self
supporting.
The problem: Sales were not as high as they
needed to be to support the troubled yearbook.
Production of the book was stopped March 14,
until an additional 200 books were sold.
The solution: Save the Yearbook. A week
long campaign featured signs around campus,
letters in mailboxes, notes on classroom boards,
and two days of sales. During the week we sold
195 books, and more orders drifted in, putting
us over our goal.
The thanks: There were many people who
helped with the work, and provided support
and I want to thank them. Terry the postman, for
his listening ears. The Newswire staff for making
room for the yearbook stories. The men of
fourth floor Husman for the use of their windows. Rob Noschang and Matt Hutchins for
being my best salesmen. My staff for immediate
action, Pat, lim, Marilyn, Mark, and Sabra for a
Downunder diversion. But most of all, thanks to
the Xavier students and faculty who cared
enough to keep the tradition alive.
Thanks to all,

\rjaA^£^^
Karen Sunderman
Editor 86-87 Musketeer Annual

COMPLIMENTS -OF DOUG VICE,
YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE

141/Jostens Ad
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Edgecliff Campus Sold For $6.1 Million
By Barbara A. Harris
Xavier University has signed an
agreement to sell the Edgecliff
campus to Ewing Industries, Inc.,
of Cincinnati for $6.1 million. Ewing Industries, Inc. plans to redevelop the sight.
The move of all programs now
on the Edgecliff campus to the
main campus will begin at the
close of spring semester and is
scheduled to be completed no
later than Aug. 31, 1987.
Sullivan Hall residents were instructed to select rooms on main
campus for the '87-88 academic
year, according to Sylvia Bessegato, director of Residence Life.
The Edgecliff campus had
been up for sale for several
months, but after no buyer had
been found in late December, it
appeared that the campus' fate
had been secured.
''We must plan for next year in
two ways, one with the Edgecliff
campus, the other without," said
Vice President for Student Development Dr. Arthur Shriberg at an

open forum on Feb. 22 to discuss
the fate of the Edgecliff campus
and specifically, plans for Sullivan Hall.
At the meeting Shriberg announced plans to convert Sullivan Hall into independent living

apartments, while continuing
plans to sell the campus. Bessegato was informed by Shriberg
that the apartment complex idea
was inoperative.

WVXU Finally Finds A Home
By Pat Powers
On'Sunday, Oct. 12, at 9 a.m.,
WVXU began broadcasting from
its new location. It was a dream
come true for general manager
lames King and the staff as it
marked the beginning of a new
era for the station.
The move was from the basement floor of Alter Hall, WVXU's
home since 1971, to. a building at
1648 Herald Avenue, which was
donated to Xavier University by
the U.S. Shoe Company.
"It's like going from a closet to
a ballroom," said Xavier student
and WVXU disc jockey Tom
Sweeney.
Both King and operations director George Zahn agree that
Alter Hall will not be missed.
"'Nothing against Alter, but I love
this (new) place . . . It's almost too
good to be true. It's designed to
be a radio station," Zahn said.
"Space was so confining (in Al144/News

ter)," King a d d e d , "that we
r e a c h e d a poin^ w h e r e we
couldn't expand."
The move couldn't have been
accomplished without the help of
volunteers, according to King.
"The wiring and installation of the
complete building would have
cost . . . nearly $200,000. Our
costs, using staff and volunteers,
will be under $10,000," he said.
The biggest advantage of the
new building, according to King
and Zahn, is the amount of studio
and office space available. The
station now has four functional
studios: studio A, the main air studio; studio B, for basic production; studio C, a 16-track studio
for recording live concerts; and
studio D, the news studio. Each of
the studios is capable of putting
eight people on the air at one
time for the purpose of talk shows,
discussion programs, or even jazz
ensembles.

News director Kathy McGonagle said that having her own studio for news makes it easier to
concentrate. "We won't be sharing with all the other departments," McGonagle said. "Eventually we will have a new sports
production studio," she added.
An audience participation studio, yet to be completed, will
make it possible to broadcast live
concerts in front of a studio audience.
"That's one thing that will separate us from all other stations,"
King said. "When that studio is
completed, we can actually bring
in up to 100 people to watch live
music, live drama, or live discussion shows . . . we're real excited
about that," he said.
Increased office space is another major benefit for the staff. According to Zahn, three or four
people were sometimes forced to
share one office in Alter Hall.

Best Wishes
& Thanks
To The
Class of 1987...

From Manager John Wintz
and the staff of the
Xavier University Bookstore,
. f '' '

Good Luck, Graduates
From

SAGA EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
A Mdrriot Company
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Up and away, Byron Larkin takes a shot
for the Muskies during the rival game
against University of Cincinnati.
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For every book cover you open there is a cover to
close. The one to this book comes in just a lew more
pages — but before you go, we'd like to have your
attention for just a few more minutes. (Did that sound
like the end of a class?)
Our theme this year was "Once in a Lifetime" and
while that isn't true for all that we went through during
college life: college food, and college payments, we'd
like to think it holds true to the way you experienced

the year, the friends you made, the laughs you've
enjoyed, and the exams you tackled.
But the road continues. This year may not have been
outstanding for you, but maybe someday as you leaf
through this book you will remember and enjoy. While
tomorrow is another day, maybe even another Monday
morning, in some way each day is also Once in a
Lifetime.

Pulling for the team, fear of the mud
hole has the team all pulling together
during the Spring Breakaway.
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Thanks Easter Bunny, Casey Zingheim dresses the part for helping
• It I he kids at the Easter egg hunt for the handicapped on the beach.
Strolling down the mall, the winter snow turned the mall into a
; . ! •; to walk through as guickly as possible to get to class without
•ll I il social stopping.
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The End! There were times when we never thought
this moment would come. Maybe it was at 4 a.m. when
you had two more chapters of history to read, or maybe
it was during one of those cold winter days when you
laid in bed and debated how important your 8:30 class
was in relation to another hour of sleep. The days often
lasted a year, but somehow the year only seemed to last
a week. How many times did you catch yourself saying,
"If I just had the time to . . . " There was always more to
do, something you had to do tonight, something due
next Tuesday, and often something you forgot to do.
But the clock seemed to stop long enough to give a
little free time to sgueeze in something different: a
weekend road trip, an afternoon of shopping, a walk
through the neighborhood or a late night pizza.
We the staff thank you for the support you showed.
May you remember all that was and wasn't Once in a
Lifetime.

Outside classes. Dr. Cunningham takes
the classroom out to the mall as she returns
tests to her students during a fire alarm in
Alter.

See ya later, Bridgett MacMillian waves
good-bye as she pulls out of the north
student parking lot.
With this pin, Kathy Lawrenz accepts
her award for student leadership from Dave
Coleman and Dina Mansour-Cole during
the leadership reception.
M&
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A passing smile, a fleeting thought
and all the. rest that's past
Have become special memories
that will forever last
Memories can't all b e captured
most are one of a kind
But the ones that we hold true
are those that are O n c e in a Lifetime.
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